26 τ (225 GHz)−0.2 for Maunakea, τ (350 µm) = 29 τ (225 GHz)+0.1
measurements.
for Chajnantor, and τ (350 µm) = 29 τ (225 GHz)−0.2 for the South
Even at excellent sites, 200 µm observations will be
Pole.
only practical under exceptional circumstances because
the atmospheric transmission is otherwise so poor. On
(§6.2), the measured correlation reaﬃrms that the tipCerro Chajnantor, for example, the first quartile zenith
per data are good indicators of observing conditions at
optical depth is 2.3, which corresponds to 10% transmisall sites.
sion. Exceptional observing conditions occur more often
Extrapolating
the measurements
to thetelescope
limit ofwith
no a surface accuracy of
The CCAT-prime (CCAT-p) project
aims to construct
a 6-meter diameter
on Cerro Chajnantor than on the plateau.
water vapor,
optical depth
be τ (350 µm)
7-10 μm at 5600 meter elevaJon
on Cerrothe
Chajnantor
in Chile.would
ImplementaJon
of a =
novel crossed-Dragone
(= 0.31/0.84).
Although artifacts
the tipper
5.3.3. 183 GHz water vapor
line design will deliver a0.38
opJcal
high-throughput
wide-ﬁeld-of-view
telescopeincapable
of illuminaJng >105
measurements
or
in
the
radiometer
measurements
(or
millimeter
Radiometry of spectral lines, including
the wavelength
183 GHz detectors. The 5600 meter site enables rouJne access to the 350 μm window as well as
in both) may contribute, this zero PWV optical depth
line, is a standard technique for measuring
atmo- at longer wavelengths and, under best condiJons, access to the 200 μm window.
improved the
performance
is indicative of the absorption caused by dry air (see
spheric water vapor content (see Askne
CCAT-p&is Westwater
speciﬁcally designed
to et
measure
the kinemaJc
Pardo
al. 2001a,b,
2005). Sunyaev-Zel’dovich eﬀect of galaxy clusters, to trace
1986).
Furthermore, the correspondence
between
the appearance of the ﬁrst populaJon of star-forming galaxies through intensity mapping of their [CII]
water vapor and submillimeter atmospheric trans5.3.4.
225mulJple
GHz transparency
emission
in
the
epoch
of
reionizaJon,
and
to
probe
spectral
line
tracers
of
the
ISM
over
a
range
of
parency is well established for individual sites
the Milky Way,
Magellanic Clouds
and other nearby
It will
also be a next-generaJon
Transparency
measurements
at or galaxies.
about 225
GHz
(e. g., Matsushita & Matsuo 2003; environments
Pardo et al. in2004;
have observatory.
been made to characterize observing conditions
Cosmic Microwave
Tamura et al. 2011). On the Chajnantor
plateau, Background
a
at many sites (e. g., Hogg et al. 1988; Kohno et al.
heterodyne spectrometer was mounted on the APEX
1995). On Maunakea and on the Chajnantor plateau,
telescope in 2006 to measure the strength of the
preexisting
band
225 GHz heterodyne tippers
kSZ:narrow
Kine*c
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich
Eﬀect
GHz line during
Superb183
observing
site astronomy observations. These
(Radford & Chamberlin 2000) operated simultaneously
independent measurements of the precipitable water
with the submillimeter tippers. At both locations, the
vapor
(PWV)
column
density
are
well
correlated
with
Cerro Chajnantor
•band
S-Z Eﬀect:
DistorJons in the Cosmic
measured
broad
band
350
µm
and
narrow
225
GHz
simultaneous
tipper
CCAT-p
site measurements of the 350 µm optical
Microwave
Background spectrum
zenith optical depths are well correlated (Fig.
14). On
depth (Fig. 13, left ). Under most (70%) conditions,
Maunakea when τ (350 µm) < 2.55, linear regression
in- CMB photons travel
are seen when
τ (350 µm) < 2.2, the correlation is linear but there
dicates
is a significant departure from linearity under poor
through the hot intra-cluster
(30%) conditions, indicating saturation in the 350 µm
medium
clusters of galaxies
τ (350 µm) = (26 ± 3) τ (225 GHz) − (0.2 ±
0.2) of(8)
measurement. The quantiles of the paired measurements
along
the
line
of
sight.
Three
kinds
and on the Chajnantor plateau when τ (350 µm) < 2.05,
another
ALMAprovide
site at 5000
m indication of the correlation (Fig. 13,
of distorJons are predicted:
right ). Tracing the ridge along the maximum of the
τ (350 µm) = (29 ± 3) τ (225 GHz) + (0.1 ± 0.1) . (9)
measurement distribution, the quantiles clearly show
tSZ (thermal): dashed red
the linear correlation under good conditions and the
The relatively large parameter uncertainties
are
caused
rSZ
(rela*vis*c):
dashed
orange
Cerro Chajnantor
oﬀers
be]er
observing
condiJons
than
the
South
Pole,
curvature of the distribution under poor conditions. For
by the scatter in both sets of measurements.
ALMA plateau,
Mauna
Kea (Radford
& Peterson,
arXiv:1602.08795).
kSZ
(kine*c):
dashed
blue
τ (350&µm)
< 2.55,
linear regression
indicates
At the South Pole, a 225 GHz tipper was operated in
1992 (Chamberlin & Bally 1994), prior to the developPWV [mm] = 0.84 τ (350 µm) − 0.31 .
(7)
It is submillimeter
important to characterize
and remove
CMB, tSZ, bright submm
ment of• the
tipper. Although
the measurementsgalaxies
were made
many sources
years apart,
in-in the short submm bands.
Although this particular relation between PWV and
and radio
whichbecause
CCAT-pthe
does
terannual −consistency
the South
τ (350 µm) is only valid in the environs of Chajnantor
CCAT-p canatobserve
overPole
widercomparison
range fromofsubmm to mm at once.

The CCAT-prime Project

• Will yield improved constraints on models of dark energy and modiﬁed
gravity based on measuring 1000 clusters with 100 km/s accuracy.
• Will also enable a measurement of the sum of neutrino masses, another
important cosmological predicJon.

Crossed-Dragone Telescope Design
CCAT-p will use a novel telescope
design pioneered by Cornell
Professor Mike Niemack.
• High throughput
• Wide ﬁeld-of-view
• Flat focal plane
• Accommodate > 105 detectors
at longer wavelengths and even
more at shorter.

Niemack 2016 astro-ph/1511.04506
Applied Op*cs 15, 1688
Layout of CCAT-p camera designed by
Cornell Professor Gordon Stacey.

Stage IV CMB plaMorm
• Could map the CMB at 10 Jmes
the speed of current telescopes.
• Submm coverage will provide
galacJc foreground removal for
other CMB eﬀorts.
• Many synergies with planned
Simons Observatory.
• Cornell become a leading player
in CMB science.

IM/EOR: Intensity Mapping of [CII] from the EOR
• Detect aggregate clustering signal of
faint galaxies in the epoch of
reionizaJon (EOR) via redshiked [CII]
158 μm line.
• Directly traces sources of reionizaJon
(star forming galaxies) over the Jme
interval of “Cosmic Dawn”.
− Recent ALMA detecJon of [CII] in
“normal” galaxies at z = 5-6 (e.g.
Cornell Professor Dominik
Riechers+ 2014, ApJ 796, 84).
− Enhanced [CII] to dust conJnuum
compared to lower redshiks à
strong signal.

GEco: Galac*c Ecology of the Dynamic ISM
• Spectral mapping of ﬁne structure and mid-/high-excitaJon CO lines as
diagnosJcs of physical condiJons and moJons of interstellar clouds
‒ Lines trace coolants in range
environments where stars and planets
form.
‒ Maps at (15”× λ/350μm) resoluJon over
degree scales of Milky Way including
GalacJc Center and Magellanic Clouds
(low metallicity).
‒ High site provides unique access to
Layout of CHAI instrument
shortest wavelength.
being built at University of
‒ Builds on SOFIA (2.5m) with be]er
Cologne led by Professor
resoluJon, much more observing Jme. Juergen Stutzki.
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